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Novo Nordisk®2

Novo 
Nordisk 
at a glance

Novo Nordisk is a leading global 

healthcare company, founded in 1923 

and headquartered in Denmark. 
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We do so by pioneering scientific 

breakthroughs, expanding access to 

our medicines and working to 

prevent and ultimately 

cure disease. 

Our purpose is to drive change to 

defeat diabetes and other 

serious chronic diseases such as 

obesity 

and rare blood and endocrine 

disorders.
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Among the world’s

largest pharma companies measured 

by market value1

Strategic production 

sites in Denmark, 

Brazil, China, France 

and US

R&D centres 

in China, Denmark, 

India, UK and US 

43,500
About

employees

80
Affiliates in

countries

122
Total net sales

billion DKK

50%
Supplier of nearly

of the world’s insulin

30
million people use our 

diabetes care products
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Products marketed in 

countries
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R&D offers solid core 
capabilities and 
sustainable
expansion
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RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT COMMERCIALISATION

Early research Pre-clinical testing and 

upscaling

Clinical testing Product 

registration

Reaching the 

market

Deep disease understanding

Protein engineering, expression 

and formulation

Injection device engineering

World class clinical trial execution Scaled production

Commercial infrastructure
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We are curious to explore further synergies across all our therapy 
and technology areas with our partners
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Partnering with Novo Nordisk

• Visit the Novo Nordisk website for disease areas, current products, and pipeline: 
https://www.novonordisk.com/

• Partnering & Innovation webpages: https://www.novonordisk.com/partnering-and-open-innovation/

• Contact me directly (especially for Western US and Canada organizations):

Tari Suprapto

Director, Search & Evaluation (West)

FASQ@novonordisk.com
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